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Abstract- The requirement of additional spectrum for the ever Flexible, dynamic spectrum usage provides a way out of the
increasing demand to support the various Quality of Service regulatory dilemma, and also the need to combine and use
requirements (QoS) in wireless systems is of primary interest the free spectrum to support the current license holders. IEEE
to the research community since the unlicensed spectrum is TM * * *

a

reaching its limit and regulatory changes to provide portions 802e22tM iS being standardized as a secondary radlo system
from licensed bands are complicated and usually take a long operating in the licensed spectrum that is originally used for
time. In this work, we discuss the medium access control of TV broadcast [2]. The U.S. DARPA Next Generation Com-
open spectrum for spectrum agile radios that use spectrum munication (XG) Program and the 6th Framework research
opportunistically, also referred to as cognitive radios. Spectrum funding Program (FP6) of the European Union are working
agile radios operate in parts of the spectrum that is originally
licensed to other radio services. They identify the parts of the on flexiblea dam spetu sg
spectrum that is unused, coordinate its usage and release it when on spectrum regulation.
it is required by the licensed radio system. In this work, the Flexible and dynamic spectrum usage requires an intelli-
problem of spectrum allocation is shown to be similar to the gent medium access, especially in the face of QoS support.
load balancing problem in distributed computer systems, and the The terms cognitive and smart radios are often used in the
problem of spectrum sharing is formulated as a non-cooperative
game. We propose a non-cooperative load balancing algorithm, context ofintelligent spectrum usage [7]. Radios designed
referred here as Spectrum Load Balancing (SLB) algorithm, and for efficiently using a shared spectrum and at the same time
is applied to spectrum agile radio system. The game has a Nash not causing significant interference to the incumbent (primary
equilibrium and SLB converges to this equilibrium. In this work, license holding) radio systems are referred to as spectrum
the capability of SLB to support QoS in the presence of other agile radios [6]. Spectrum agile radios are radio systems that
competing cognitive networks is evaluated via simulations and autonomously coordinate the usage of spectrum. They identify
compared with the Spectrum Load Smoothing (SLS) algorithm,

radio spectrum when it is unused by the incumbent radio
I. INTRODUCTION system and use this spectrum in an intelligent way based on

Wireless Communication is requiring additional spectrum spectrum observation. Co-existence of such scenarios are not
to satisfy the demand for various applications and data rates. addressed in the existing radio systems like IEEE 802.11(e)
At the same time, many of these applications have increasing [10]. Spectrum utilization and the coverage area can be in-
restrictions to spectrum access. The currently available unli- creased, when cognitive radios organize themselves forming
censed spectrum is reaching its limit. The licensed spectrum a meshed wireless backbone network of infrastructure links.
is limited and the new spectrum will not be available soon, Related work on methods for using the spectrum in an efficient

£ . J ~way in cognitive radios can be found in [I]-[4]. A methodas regulatory changes of the regulatory status from licensed
to unlicensed bands are complicated and usually take a long referred to as Spectrum Load Smoothing (SLS) to coordinate
time. Today, many frequency bands are often unused, for and optimize the usage of radio spectrum is introduced in [4],
instance frequencies licensed for TV/radio broadcasts or public and is applied to a TDMA like channels which are shared
safety services. Support of Quality of Service (QoS) is difficult by multiple devices. The principle of SLS was derived from
because of the missing coordination between the different the idea of Waterfilling [11], a well known method in the
radio systems operating in the same frequency band. Further field of multiuser information theory and communications
more, future radio systems are required to support QoS in a engineering The SLS is applied and evaluated in terms of
shared spectrum i.e. in the presence of other radio systems. QoS of spectrum agile radios in IEEE 802.1 le in [2]. The
The regulation authorities therefore are re-thinking their way improvement in the accuracy of SLS through the usage of
of spectrum licensing and the regulation of spectrum access. reservations is shown in [1].

We note that the problem of optimizing the usage of
Corresponding author: atc@cs.utsa.edu radio spectrum shared by different devices in at least one
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of the following dimensions: space, time, frequency, carrier, se ei fSS-
spreading code is similar to the load balancing problem in the load level of
computers [5], [9]. The load balancing problem in computers solnt eie12 ~ 1w /
is stated as follows: given a large number of jobs, find the 2 ......2.....2..
allocation of jobs to computers optimizing a given objective sltnme 1 2 3 4
function.

3 4demanded allocations

In this work, we develop an algorithm for spectrum load of device 1
smoothing in the time domain based on a non-cooperative
game theoretic load balancing problem described in [5]. In stpI _______________
Section II we outline the spectrum load smoothing problem ............ load level ofw14
and method as it appeared in [4] and develop a relation device 1 ___ w1/4....
between this and the load balancing in distributed computer sltenh
systems. In Section III we develop an algorithm based on jvK5
the load balancing problem described in [5]. A simulation slot number 1 2 3 4
introduction and comparison with the existing SLS algorithm
is provided in Section IV and conclusions are drawn in Section Fig. 1. initial two steps of the principle of Spectrum Load Smoothing (SLS)
V. in time domain

II. SPECTRUM LOAD SMOOTHING IN TIME DOMAIN AND
LOAD BALANCING Remark: The time complexity of SLS algorithm is O(n x

Here, a periodic frame-based MAC protocol is considered Z iteri) where n is the number of slots, m is the number
as the basis for coordination and interaction as in [1]. One of devices, and iteri is the number of iterations taken by
device, preferably the first device that initiates a transmission, device i to reach the desired accuracy. The avera~ complexity
introduces a slotted time frame structure as a basis for future per device is O(n x iteravg), where iravg L- =itr
cooperation. A slot is a time interval during which the multiple Fig. 2 depicts the time domain based on a slotted, periodic
access occurs. This slotted structure can be changed by all frame. Here, three decentralized devices coordinate each other
devices, preferably by the first device, from one frame to and have periodically demanded allocations which do not
another, but is assumed to be fixed here. The slotting can be necessarily have the same length, as for instance the demanded
based for instance on the system load, individual QoS require- allocations of device-2. The timing diagram of the resulting
ments of supported applications or the protected allocations of channel is also shown. The first device has the most restrictive
an incumbent radio system. The slotted structure is regarded QoS requirements, by means of a single slot length as distance
as mandatory and respected by all devices. In this section of smoothing. This device-I distributes its allocations first,
we will first describe the time domain model as spectrum here under consideration of the optional coordination phase.
load smoothing in [1], [4], and the load balancing model in The smoothed allocations are placed in the first slot directly
computers [5] and then explain the relation between both Of after the coordination phase and in the sixth slot of the
them and develop a model solving the SLS as a load balancing frame. The concept of SLS is observable in focusing on the
problem. allocations of the second device, device-2. With a smoothing

A. SpectrumLoadSmoothing ~~~distance of two slots under consideration of the allocations of

Ai.ISpec utrumtLoa Sothepingil oSLintmdmanfrathe first device and the optional coordination phase, device-2

fixed, single frequency. The frame structure is fixed and theplcsmtofisd anealctonurininheeod

SLS s apliedonceperfram by devce.The lot engt isslot and less time in the first slot. The first and second slot have
SLSxisapdrepledoctedprfrmbyal device..Thintheltw slteplengthei equal idle duration resulting from the SLS. Device-3 initiates

iterative algorithm are shown in Fig. 1. Each device considers las thoefhramedevice-3paeitstasiio.Allocations intorthe athr
the added allocations of all the other devices as the origin and landonforthmslo oftevicurent frame.t loainsithhr

calculates the load level. Device-2 is the only other device and
anforhstofhecrntrm.

the load level of device- I is increased step wise beginning with B. Load Balancing as a Non-cooperative game among users
the lowest allocation of device-2. The step size w is given by A distributed computer system consisting of n heteroge-

=amount of allocatz'on to be dz'strz'buted neous computers shared by m users is shown in Fig. 3 [5].
W m~~~~~umber of slots The goal of each user is to find an allocation of his jobs on

The difference between the load level and the allocations of the computers such that the average response time of his own
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Single Frame 14 assigned to device j in time slot i. The total amount of time
IstDevice )l that is occupied in time slot i by all the devices is Z

m

1 sjij
and the total amount of unused time in time slot i is given by

di2 d2 m

2nd Device 2 Fi (s) = -i (1)

j=1
Each device j would like to calculate the fraction Sji on slot

3rd Device 3
i such that Fi(s) is minimized. Then the term

Jii= (2)
3 I I , , , , . . . =, _ Sji

Resulting Channel m I
time gives the amount of time that is available in time slot i' for

4 0-<4-¢2S42 device j. Also,
optional coordination period

i- zLEj=1 sii

Fig. 2. SLS in time domain. The periodic allocations are smoothed. is the inverse of the amount of available time.
The inverse of the total amount of time that is available for

userldevice computerltime slot
device in all the time slots is

1;121 Dj(s) sji (3)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i1/~j-zL

E H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i Ej= 1Sjioj
Therefore, here the goal of all the devices can thought of

\/n / as selecting the fractions sji to each time slots such that
\ < / the inverse of the total available time for each device, which

hereafter is referred to as payoff function Dj (s) is minimized.
// \\ Also note that (3) is similar to the function to be optimized

-//2 SZs >\\ in load balancing problem in [5].
nm < Pn III. SPECTRUM LOAD SMOOTHING AS A

NON-COOPERATIVE GAME

Fig. 3. Load balancing in computers/Time-slots. The spectrum load smoothing problem can be stated as
follows: given a m number of devices with requirements of qj
and number of fixed length time slots ,ui (here it is assumed

computers such that they will operate optimally. Thus user j that ,ui = i2 O), each device should calculate
(j =1I ...,m) must find the fraction Sji of all its jobs that the fraction Sji and transmit within time interval = sjiOj
are assigned to computer i (=L sji = 1 and 0 < sji < 1, in time slot i such that the payoff function is minimized.
i = 1, ..., n) such that the expected execution time of its jobs We formulate this problem as a non-cooperative game among
(Dj(s) = En M i - ) is minimized. devices assuming that the devices are selfish. In a non-

Zi=1pi-Y:Mk=l Skik cooperative game for spectrum allocation each device (player)
C. The Spectrum Load Smoothing expressed in terms ofLoad with a requirement of qj determines its strategy profile sj in
Balancing Problem Model order to minimize its corresponding payoff Dj(s).
From the description in the above two subsections, it can be Nash equilibrium is defined as the strategy profile for which

observed that the spectrum load smoothing in time domain is every device's load balancing strategy is a best reply to other
similar to the load balancing in computers. The fixed time slots devices' strategies [8]. This best reply for a device will find
of the channel in which the devices transmit portions of their the minimum of the payoff function given the strategies of
data can be thought of computers and the devices can each be the other devices. We need to determine the strategy profile
thought as a user which requires a portion of the time slot. We of device j which must be optimal with respect to the other
replace 'computers' by 'time slots' and 'users' by 'devices' in devices' strategies. Let P,iu = pi Ek=l,k#j Ski0k be the
the model of Section II-B. Therefore, here in conjunction with amount of slot available for device j in slot i. The problem of
load balancing in computers we denote the length of time slots computing the best reply strategy of device j (j 1, 2, .., m)
by p'i, and each device's requirement of the time slot with Oj. reduces to computing the optimal strategy for the system with
Let sj denote the fraction of time that device j occupies in one device and n slots with lengths i'J and each device's
time slot i. Then the vector s; [sji, sy2, .., 3j12T (where T requirement j. The optimization problem associated with
is the transpose operator) is called the load balancing strategy device j can be described as follows:
of device j.mn ()(4
The term sjT¢j represents a portion of the time that is rnnD() 4
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subject to the constraints 1. Receive the current strategies of all the other devices from
the left neighbor.

Sji > 0, i =1, 2, ...... . .....,mn(5) 2. If the message is a termination message, then pass the
n termination message to the right neighbor and EXIT.
S sji 1 (6) 3. Update the strategies (sjioj) by calling the Best Reply
i=1 algorithm.

m 4. Check if the desired error norm is reached.

5 Ski0k <Pi i 1,2, ... , n (7) 5. Send the updated strategies and the error norm to the
i=1 right neighbor.

The amount of fraction of device j in any slot cannot be The algorithm is executed during the coordination period
negative (5) and the sum of fractions in all the slots should of each frame assuming that each device has received the
be equal to 1 (6). Also, the amount of allocations in a slot allocations of all other devices before starting its allocations
cannot be more than the slot length (7), which means that in the current frame as in the case of SLS. Otherwise, the less
the slot cannot be overloaded. It can be seen from (3), that accurate allocations of the last frame are considered.
aDD (S) > 0 and 92D3 (S) > 0 for i

= 1,2,..., n; which means Remark: (a) The time complexity of the best reply algorithm
Ds3i as?.

that the Hessian of Dj (s) is a convex function of the strategies is O(n log n) [5]. (b) The time complexity of SLB algorithm
Sj. is O(m x nlogn x iter) where n is the number of slots, m
The solution to the optimization problem in (4) is given in is the number of devices, and iter is the number of iterations

[5] and the algorithm for calculating the optimal solution (best taken by the algorithm to converge to the Nash equilibrium.
reply) and finding the Nash equilibrium was also developed. We note that iter is the same for all devices unlike SLS.
Here, we formally state the non-cooperative load balancing IV. SIMULATIONS
algorithm in relation with the spectrum allocation.

In this section, we compare the spectrum load balancing
A. Spectrum Load Balancing (SLB) introduced in the section above with the spectrum load

Best Reply Algorithm (Device-j) smoothing (SLS) algorithm based on reservation presented
Input: Available slot lengths: p,i ,uj2 ..., Hi; Total require- in [4]. We will compare both the algorithms in terms of

n o n the achieved throughput. The normalized throughput 9Ji(n)Ountput Fraiction:Oj , 3j2, ..., represents the share of capacity a device j demands in frame-Output: Fractions: Sj 1 Sj2,., Sjn
During the coordination period of each frame, device n, and is defined as

(j 1,2 .. m) executes 1(n)
1) fori=1,2, ...nndo 9i(n) - 5edl(in) E [0,1] (8)

Obtain the length of free slot available /+' Fth
Hi i - _k=l,kaj Ski0k where L) (n) is the number of allocations per frame-n,

2) Sort the slots in decreasing order of their lengths avail- FrameLength is the duration of the frame and di (n) are the
able (/xl > 82 >.-... . 1) demands as shown in Fig. 2. The simulations were performed

3) t <- (ZEn ' -_j /(Z=n ,u3) using Matlab. It is assumed that there are four devices (users)
in the system and a frame structure of four time slots with

4) while (t > ,J) do a maximum load capacity of 0.8 is considered as in [4]. The

Sjn < 0 remaining capacity is left unallocated to enable the additional
n < n - 1 SLB using devices or legacy devices. The maximum load level
t ((E 1

1 - 0 )/(ZAE ') is respected by all devices and they abort their allocations if
5) for i =1, 2, ..., n do it is exceeded. The SLB is achieved over the complete frame.

Sji< (,J- t 3,u) 1 Device-j, (j 1, 2, 3) share the medium during the initial
6) Allocate in each slot frame-0 and their demanded allocations are not coordinated,

8jiiX i.e. they overload the first time slot leading to a shortened
In order to obtain the equilibrium allocation, we need an observed allocation for device-2 and no allocation for device-

iterative algorithm where each device updates his strategies (by 3 as depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, both in the case of SLS and
computing his best response) periodically by fixing the other SLB. During this frame the observed throughput of both the
devices' strategies. A virtual ring topology of the devices can devices-j (j 2, 3) is less as seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The
be used to communicate and iteratively apply the best reply SLB leads to mutually coordinated output of the demanded
algorithm to compute the Nash equilibrium as shown below, allocations during frame-i, although in a different pattern form

the SLS as seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
SLB Algorithm Device-4 initiates its transmission in frame-25, demanding a

Each device j, j =1, ... ., m in the ring performs the share of 0.2 from the capacity. This leads to a non-coordination
following steps in each iteration: among the devices and a decrease in throughput of all the
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